
PROVETRO IMPULSE

Upper layer: BULLSEYE, TEKTA, 3 mm 
Lower layer: coloured glass in your desired colour

Layer compostion: 

Example firing schedule fusing:
120 min   - 500°C
skip  - 650°C
30min  - 650°C (Bubble minimisation)
skip  - 790°C
20min   - 790°C
skip   - 520°C
120min   - 520°C
120min  - 460°C

By holding the temperature at 650° C you are minimising the bubbles; they are 
becoming smaller and smooth.  i.e. champagne bubbles.

2.  Depending on the desired end result, you may grind and polish the edges now.

An interesting version of the glass surface you achieve by sand blasting the plate. 

By sandblasting the at first fused piece your plate later will show a fine silky matt surface.
e.g. fingerprints on the plate are not immediately recognizable on the silky matt surface – 
in contrast to the glossy version.
The satin finish looks classy and is overall less sensitive.
A mini sandblast cabin (e.g, ProVetro item number 5131002) already meets the 
requirements – please contact your glass dealer for advice.

3. Now you can slump the plate into a prepared fusing form:
( The dishes shown here for example were slumped into the fusing form 3522639 – 
oval dish 28 x 11 x 1,3 cm  ) 

Example firing schedule slumping:
120min  - 500°C
skip   - 670°C
30min   - 670°C
skip   - 520°C
120min  - 520°C
120min   - 460°C

Tip:
- Use Bullseye-Paper for melting the objects and they will  get an very shiny and even backside.
- The edges of the melted glass can be ground and polished before slumping, so it will get a 
   straight and shiny edge and the piece gets an even more intense optical depth effect.
- Please follow the instruction for fusing forms, this comes along the form, or upon request 
  from your glass dealer.

BULLSEYE-GLAS (ALL ABOUT GREEN)
1. You are fusing 2 equal sized pieces of 3mm glass into a 6mm thick piece of glass ( form and 
size according to your fusing form ).
For the example shown here as a oval dish, you need two ovals (1 x clear and 1 x coloured) with 
30x13cm.

If you take the clear glass as the upper layer, the plate gets a very  even and shiny surface.

Material:

35 226 39
Fusing mold, oval, 28 x 11 x 1,3 cm 
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